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r.•ell it's been one week into the
·when machines and computers,
Bush Administration, let us review
profit
motives and property
what has occured.
A group of antirights
sre
considered more
choice activists outside the capitol
Important than people, the giant
was serenaded by George's call for
triplets of racism, msterlsllsm
prosecution of women and doctors who
and militarism sre Incapable of
participate in aborting pregnancies.
being conquered."
I
1 Perhaps they should meet the same
1
After all , if
--Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., 1967 !RAINFOREST
1
UPDATE
9 I fate as Ted Bundy.
•• .... pg
abortion is murder, as these people
.I
I contend, and the punishment for
Amidst cocktail parties and !ORGANIC
I murder is death by electrocution,
thousand-dollar balls George Herbert I FARMING ••...• pg 111 then lets electrocute all women who
Bush was crowned President of the · I
I have abortions and all doctors who
I perform them. That seems to me to
uniled states of amerika last January !MARCH ON
20th. The estimated cost of this year's · I WASHINGTON.· ·P9 131 be a suitably "pro-life" position.
extravagancy is expected to exceed 32 +-------------------+ To some, Bush's position was not
severe enough.
Bush supports the
million dollars, one-third more than
legal right to get an abortion in
Raygun's 1984 inauguration and almost
cases of rape, incest, and .,.,.here ; the
twice more than that of 1980.
mother's life is in danger.
The
To the working poor of this country,
leader of the anti-abortion march
who are unjustly subjected to a
_..-.,........ , ':! did not accept this as o. k.
She
regressive tax system, it represented
wanted ALL abortions to be illegal. ·
a slap on their face. To the more than 3
§ This may just happen . Attorney
million
homeless americans it
~ General Richard Thornberg, another
~.~
holdover from the Reagan years,
constituted another act of hypocrisy
o
called on the Supreme court to
from an administration which calls for
~ overturn the landmark Roe vs. wade
less government spending. Lastly, but
Q
decision which made abortion legal
most import~n!•. to the 95% of the
Ma/aysia:~Pr.nanwillnot
in 1973.
Before this decision,
suroivctlu:dcstmctionoftheir
thousands of \o.'Omen died each year
(continued on page 5)
rainforesthomc.
while undergoing back-room abortions
in unsafe conditions.
The legacy of
the coathanger was sharply divided
on class lines.
Rich women, who
: could afford to either fly to Europe
·or pay a doctor enough to make it
·worth taking the risk, got abortions
in safe, clean, conditions .
Poor
women, who would face a lack of
prenatal care and other necessities
even if they were to bring their
pregnacy to term, often bled to
death.
Butchered by fast-bucY.
operators who had little or no
training , or just faced with inadecuate facilities ~hen a blood
transfusion could haved saved their
lives, these women suffered the
most.
(continued on page 3)
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B Y A N DR E C A R 0 T HE R S
SuMMER 1988. The drowning of Bangladesh where technical journals dare not. The corpo·
and the Sudan. The seal plague and dolphin rations, the governments and the interna·
die-off. The North American drought. The tiona! bodies that hide behind analysis,
rainforest and the American West in flames. e\'asion and obstruction will be called to task.
The poisoning of the ocean. Never before, it The opportunity exists for the environ men·
seems, have circumstances combined to bring tal community to attach specific ecological
home to the human race how fouled our planet crimes to specific wrongdoers, or to the V.Tong
has become.
technological choices, and draw the connec·
Even for the so-called environmentalists, tions between economic activities and their
those few who have taken on the responsibil- i!lilplications for the planet. And we will be
ity to monitor the decl)ne, the summer of heard. It is a rare moment.
1988 was a shock, too horrifying even to
It is also a time when the traditional call
elicit the selfish, if understandable, satisfac· for action on the part of individuals can be
tion that comes from being proven correct. made with fresh urgency but with a new
Even though we knew it was coming, we can't twist. For too long, it has been the custom to
help but feel caught unaware, as if the cur· evoke the responsibility of the individual in
tain was raised too soon on a play rehearsed a society to solve problems of the kind that
hundred times.
manifested themselves this summer. Rene
After urging the mass media to pay atten· Dubos, who coined the phrase "think glob·
tion to the issue, we find that they finally ally, act locally," might find that its meaning
have, with the enthusiasm of the converted. had been twisted, or at least extended beyond
Having felt like Cassandras, or voices in reason; as if it were possible, given the global
the wilderness, we suddenly find ourselves nature of the crisis and the Hobson's choice
besieged with demands for information, guid· that is life in society, to solve the problems of
ance and answers. The public's concern for the world by tidying up one little comer of it.
the environment is all at once greater by
In fact, many of the problems are struc·
several orders of magnitude than it has ever tural. As one Indian-born environmentalist
been. And this interest, for the first time, cuts noted, even the most conspicuously consumpacross nearly all classes and categories of tive North American would find it impossible
citizen.
to generate a fraction of the trash in India that
Contrary to what we expected, the ex peri· he or she can here. The option is simply not
ence is humbling, even frightening. We cover available. And many problems, such as global
this ground often, yet it suddenly seems per· limits on marine and atmospheric pollutants,
versely unfamiliar. We have reached that are most quickly and efficiently solved at the
infamous moment when the public service level of international agreements and forums.
announcement is finally reversed: this is not
Laying the world's environmental woes at
a test; this is a real emergency.
the feet of the individual suggests that gov·
The saving graces, if they can be called ernment is incompetent, which may be ttue,
that, are few but significant. The first is this: or not culpable, which is certainly not true.
with the close of the heartbreak summer, we When it was thought to be in their interest,
can and will call an end to the era of monitor- governments throughout history have not hes·
ing and analysis as ends in themselves. To ita ted to issue a call to arms and then provide
propose "further study" against the backdrop the leadership, funds and infrastructure nee·
of the last few months carries the whiff of essary to make the effort a success. This is
obstructionism. Where once the counting of what is required today. Time is short. The
PCB molecules in the water had the appear· fight to save the planet demands that we use
ance of progress, ending their release must all the resources available, and the fact that
now become the minimum. The completion there is a numbing absence of enlightened
of a new study on acid rain was once thought governmental leadership does not mean we
to be an accomplishment. Now it will appear . must abandon governmental reform as a
an obfuscation. The scientists and environ· means of saving ourselves.
mentalists now can make policy recommenda·
Two warnings, and a recommend;:.,tion.
tions based on what they know is happening First, beware the incrementalist. Some will
to the planet around them·. not on what will want to solve the problem through a simple
ensure their longevity in the field.
fine-tuning of the status quo. If the last few
The seconc is this: with environmental months have shown us anything, it isihat the
disasters on the front page, it will no longer problems are larger than the partial solutions
be rare or seem improper to name names. that thus far have gained the most currency.
The mass media, for all its faults, likes to go

Also, beware the opportunist. In one form,
it comes as a politician of no earthly sympathy who sees in the public's fears a low-risk,
high-reward opportunity to pay lip service to
em·ironmental concerns. Even worse, we
will find some, notably the nuclear industry,
raising the specter of one environmental
crisis-the emissions from coal-fired power
plants-to Jar the groundwork for anotherthe proliferation of centralized, accident·
prone, waste-producing nuclear power plants.
Now, to action. The precursors to a healthy
planet are few and simple. We must end the
production and dissemination of harmful substances, halt the destruction of natural ecosystems, and begin recycling and reusing all
materials made of nonrenewable substances.
We in the developed world can begin by
taking to heart the notion that commerce is
not a benign activity. Spending money is
potentially a constructive or destructive acteach dollar, franc or pound that changes
hands v.'ill either serve or hinder progress
toward a healthy planet.
At the same time, we must also demand
intelligent leadership and enlightened national
and international policy choices. For exam·
pie. it should be a goal for every community
to develop within a few years a comprehen·
sive recycling program for paper, glass and
metals. We'll sort out the refuse, and govern·
ment officials will sort out the transportation ·
and recycling problems. That's why we pay
taxes. It should be the goal of government to
dramatically increase the efficiency standards
for all motor vehicles and anything that con·
sumes oil or electricitY. Meanwhile, we will
buy our products, light and heat our homes
and transport ourselves with our eyes open.
It should be the goal of industry to cut almost
completely the production of persistent,
bioaccumulative toxic substances. To help,
we will stay away from products that involve
these pollutants. And resources devoted to
the military must be diverted to fund these
and other efforts, such as mass transporta·
tion svstems. For this and all the above goals,
we m'ust pressure, vote, demonstrate, write
letters and educate.
This past summer can be the catalyst for:
real change, because it showed just how much
real change is needed. We can now stridently
demand from ourselves and others, includ·
ing corporations and governments, what must
quickly become a minimum requirement for
citizenship today: conscious attention to how
our actions affect the ecological integrity of
the planet and how we can reverse the dam·
age already done. 0
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St~tement of Distribution &
Subscription Policy

over breakfast on January 15, 1989 a
new underground newspaper was formed.
~The Weekly News" will be published
every Thursday for the forseeable
future.
Our purpose is to bring the
ignored truth to light, keep it in
the light, and make sure something
aets done about it. We are photo~opier based.
In the Soviet Union,
dissidents often hand copy or type
with carbon paper their publications.
In the United States and other
relatively affluent countries we have
the luxury of photocopying so we
should take advantage of it.
If you
have access to a copying machine,
subscribe to "The Weekly News". When
you get it, copy it a couple of times
and hand it out to your friends.
If
you work at an office, don't get
yourself in trouble, but there is
usually an acceptable level of
personal use that is considered an
unspoken fringe benefit. If you own
a photocopier, then make lots of
copies and leave them all over the
place.
If you will make and distribute at least 2 copies, you can have a
free subscription. If you can't make
copies, then the mail order subscription rate is whatever it costs to
mail it plus any voluntary donation.
We are seeking to file for tax-exempt
status so anyone who has a matching
grants system at work, like Digital
does, can let us know and we will
give you the necissary information.
We are also seeking submissions of
any material for the publication;
News stories, strange ads for facist
pieces of equipment, comix strips,
editorials, letters to the editor,
etc ••. This is an open-ended
exercise in participatory journalism.
We do collective editing and try to
become better writers as we practice.
I hope you send us your address so
that we may send you a free issue.
Send all material to:
The Weekly News
Suite 227
56A Main Street
Maynard, MA 01754

If your hungry .. .
For some REAL food .. .
Then check out .. .
The JUICE CABOOSE
The JUICE CABOOSE
*
The JUICE CABOOSE
*
The JUICE CABOOSE
The JUICE CABOOSE
The Delicious, Fun, Funky,
Fast Food Alternative
Thornes Market, Northampton

(continued from page 1)
President George Bush hopes to take
us back to these days. The days
when women were the implicit chattel
of men. When women had to bear th~
pain and responsibilty of reproduction without having any choices
as to where, when, or how they would
give birth. Let us not go back to
those dark days. Reproductive
freedom is every women's right.
Nobody I know "favors" abortion. It
is a painful, traumatic, experience.
Unwanted childbirth, however, is
much worse. Women will seek to end
these pregnancies whether it is
legal or not.
Illegal abortions
will only add to the already heavy
burden that poor women face in our
society. Birth control education
and supplies should be available
free or at low cost for all women.
Men should also bear the costs and
responsibilities of birth control.
It is a statement of concern and
sensitivity for men to be both
informed and prepared for situations
where birth control is an issue.
Birth control IS a shared concern.
Men taking assertive steps to share
this responsibility is fundamental
to the formation. of healthy social
relations between men and women.
Healthy social relations and laws
which respect a woman's right to
control her own body allow women to
have more control over their reproductive lives. Allowing women to take
control of their reproductive lives
gives them more power in society.
Giving women more power in society
can only improve conditions in our
world.

THE WEEKLY NEWS
David Caputo - Publisher
Mykal Ostapovicz - Treasurer
Contributing Columnists:
Ramon Olivencia
B.J. Cummings
David Caputo
Terisa Turner
P.T.
Unauthorized Guest Editorial:
Andre Carothers
Comix:
Owl (T. Wizard)
Mark Stamany (unauthorized)
Layout & Paste-Up:
David Caputo

THE ART OF BREATHING ~~~'-

ORKSHOPS
J2

_FE 8

Wednesday, 7:46-10:00 p.m.

S35

Using Chinese and Yogic breathing techniques and drawing upon new scientific infonnation on
breathing and bodymind function, this workshop will instruct you in many simple exercises for
improving your perfonnance and well-being, reducing anxiety and lllness, increasing energy and
making every daily activity easier. The Force is always with you -- The Life Force of Breath!

QUANTUM FITNESS

JANUARY

~

Saturday, 9:00 a.rn.-1:00 p.m.

S40

Por all athletes and those interested in greatly increasing their ntness level. You will learn
how to combine the latest techniques in psychology, nutrition, exercise and breathing into a
chain of fitness far stronger than the sum of its individual links. A dynamically balanced
approach to maximize your health potential and performance without overtraining! Used by US
Olympic athletes!
FEBRUARY l

STRESS MANAGEMENT

~

§.... Wednesdays, 7:45-10:00 p.m .

SSO

The negative emotions (anger, anxiety, frustration) brought on by the stressors in our lives not
only effect us daily but lead to an increased llkllhood of illness and disease, such as hypertension, heart disease, cancer, colds, digestive disorders, etc. Staying healthy is dependent on
factors under your control! Learn how to manage and control stress - increase your energy turn problems into opportunities - relax effectively - and handle difficult situations on the job
and orr. A workshop for everyone living in a stress-filled world!

MASSAGE WORKSHOP

FEBRUARY l.L. Saturday, 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

S50 single/$80 couple

Massage is a relaxing and pleasurable way to relieve stress and improve health. In this
workshop you will learn basic Esalen and Swedish techniques and principles or massage.
Students will learn to relieve accumulated tension, create a new sense of aliveness and activate
healing energies . Instructor: Laura Yenches, A.M.T.A. Certified Massage Therapist

GOOD NUTRITION .

FEBRUARY

~

Wednesday,

7:4~-10:00

p.m.

$50

Many factors contribute to peak performance in sports, work and play. Diet makes a powerful
contribution to being at our best mentally and physically. Learn how blood sugar swings , food
allergies, nutritional imbalances and deficiencies lead to fatigue, weakness and poor performance.
More importantly, you will learn to design a diet that will increase your energy, mental clarity,
and improve your performance in all areas of life! Instructor: Joe Emerson, M.A., Nutritionist .

WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU CAN'T DANCE FEBRUARY

£§.... Saturday, 10:00 a .m.-2:30 p.m.

S40

This workshop is designed to teach you how to dance creatively to popular music . Through work
on rhythm and body awareness, free-style movement and more, you can learn how to use your
own style to dance. This workshop is run and it's !or anyone who enjoys dancing or wants to
enjoy dancing! Instructor: Marcie Miller, Dancer and Performer.

MEDITATION TRAINING

MARCH l

~

§.... Wednesdays, 7:45-10:00 p.m.

$50

A complete training in various types of meditation. The course includes instruction in how to
meditate, how meditation applies to everyday life and enhances our moment-to-moment
experience, and how meditation enables us to deal effectively with stress and learn to relax.

IMPROVE YOUR RUNNING

MARCH !._ Saturday, 9:00 a.m. - noon.

S35

How to run more safely, !aster ·and longer via new techniques of stretching, strengthening,
breathing patterns and mental training. Por every runner - from the weekend jogger to the
c:vu.!petitive athlete.
••••• Also, a weekly Meditation Group meets on Wednesdays at 5:45-6:15p.m.

0 YES I am interested in
Name, Address & Phone No.
SEND $25.00 Deposit to: PETER DOLAN, 13 Anthony Road, Bedford, MA 01730 (617) 275-2719

(continued from page 1)
years. For these people this day was their fuhre r. In a place where jobs are
Earth's population (yes, the usa is only
the remaining 5%'). the "election" of just like any other one accompanied by sca~ce, the sta te gains control of the
freezing weather. They surely had situation by making it IJCOnomically
the. most powerful man in the planet
signified just another step in their
nothing to look forward to as their sound to work for them. It is also a
continuous exploitation by the richest situation has actually gotten worse, political trap, for in the event of inner
and greediest nation of the whole world. despite the increasing public awareness city riots, like the ones which recently
on the issue.
It has also assured an increased
occurred in Miami, there will surely
In any case, the absurd price at which not be charges of racism going through
militarization of particularly developing
countries by an ultra-powerful military the parade tickets were being sold at, people's minds.
as much as $125, was unthinkable even
complex which
in the last 8 years
Just as there were pre-inaugural
alone spent over 2 trillion dollars; not for the majority of the capitol's banquets, there were post-inaugural
residents, which are mostly poor ones. The most lavish one was offered
to mention the thousands of people who
have lost their lives in armed conflicts
People of Color. Not that one would on Saturday night. It must have been a
have
wanted to see such a sanctimony. great place for military contractors to
around the world.
Bush and Quayle were chosen by only You did not have to be a vegetarian to socialize , I.e., kiss ass, with their
27% of the eligible electorate. Another have
wanted
to
puke
at the government fellowmen. Ironically, the
one-fourth thought that if Dukakis had record-breaking number of dead furs on location was the Washington Convention ·
been elected things would be more
people's bodies. Outrageous.
Center, which ten years ago provided a
likely to "improve". To "improve·,
These homeless, for whom everyday shelter for to the homeless.
they argued, would be by making
life is a true struggle, were joined by
Meanwhile , the Coalition (for a
american products more competitive nearly a
thousand progressive and People's Agenda), celebrating the
abroad and by securing foreign allies, · radical men and women from all over inauguration of four more years of .·
i.e., right wing capitalist oppressors. . the country. United under the logo dissent, protests, and activism, threw ·--,_
Sure, at the end of 4 years we would " 1 000
Sparks of Dissent", the its own ball,
Counter-Inaugural Coalition for a A couple of hundred interesting
have probably had less homelessness at
home . But in a system where the People's Agenda was formed by the characters from all walks of life ;
wealthiest 5% have made their way up
networking of some 60 different groups attended the gratis counter-dance. For ,
by soaring people's rents, i.e., real
throughout the country: from the most of us it was a relief after having
estate, the fundamental structure is American Indian Movement Support seen something like Disney World for ' .
always left unaltered. Clearly, both Committee to the Women's International few days, with all the parades and
electoral parties seek the endurance League for Peace and Freedom.
masked figures that looked like.
&.nd
strengthening
of amerika's
As part of Food Not Bombs, a politicians.
dominance of the world.
collective from Boston, our mission
The remaining half of the eligible was to serve free hot meals to the less
electorate did not vote, for a number of lucky ones. The group's policy is not to
A Drop in the Bucket
- by P . T.
reasons. If we were to concede that charge any set price for the food , .
Once
upon
a
simple
time,
1
Before this life of fruitless climb,
this is a "democracy for the people and donations are on a totally voluntary
A poet's well was filled with rhyme,
by the people" then there must be basis. Nobody is ever denied any of our
And wisdom rang its golden chime.
something fundamentally wrong in such delicious non-dairy vegetarian food .
So even though the balance fell,
Against the ring of wisdom's bell,
On Wednesday, while the official
a system where only half of those
A bucket f ul of poems tell ,
eligible do actually vote. Moreover, banquet
was
being
held
at
The whispers of a wishing well.
when that small fraction that chooses $1500-a-p/ate, a soup kitchen across
Memory fades and time will change,
everybody's rulers comes from the the street attracted over 1200 people,
The commonplace will soon seem strange,
once golden bells play out of range,
same background as those running for mostly homeless. Many of them
Then silver bells are in exchange.
· office (rich white males), people must admitted that it had been their only
Yet far away that quiet ring,
take upon the task of rescuing their nutritious hot meal in months.
Reminds of what the dawn will bring,
Songs the mother Earth will sing,
The nation's capital has not been
lives by whatever means necessary.
Harmony in e verything.
Preparations for the media show exempt from the country's inner city
And so the poems aren't forgot,
included clearing out the homeless from problems. The large Black population's
And some wi ll say that they will not,
A river flows no matter what,
visible areas. That task proved to be precarious social condition is at risk :
No matter who controls the lot.
impossible due to the more than 10,000 due to the rampant racism and the ·
And
those who wait atop the hill,
insensitiveness of the government's red
homeless wandering around the capital.
Exposed to wind with winter's chill,
can hear the bel"s of wisdom still,
As the newly crowned king's procession tape monsters which paradoxically
When clear of mind and pure of will •
(along with almost 500 horses that left . occupy enormous building blocks
And nine miles north, as ravens fly,
adjacent to their communities.
enough manure to fill up the entire
On top of Rockbone Mountain high,
To my astonishment, the vast
A wishing well whose mouth ran dry,
Capitol) arrived at the White House,
Stands speechless to the moonlit sky .
the capitol's uniformed
there were hundreds of homeless people majority of
from silence one day to refrain,
cops were Black; all ironically
in a neetrby park just two blocks away.
When filled with poetry again,
safeguarding the tens of thousands of
The "Peace Park", as it is called by
The poet's pen complet e s ~he ch~in,
And sunrise bows the pour1ng ra1n~
those familiar with the area, has been rich republicans, which along with their
mile-long limousines, came to watch
their only shelter during the past few
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In 1963 Calvin 1-iemton published
• Sex and Racism in Amrrica. It

oused an uproar and transformed
the terms of debate itx>ut racism.
For a start, Hernton ·made it clear
that overcoming racism requires
chaUenging the sex- and classbased power exercised by white
men. Hernton's book dramatized
that racism is in.~erent in sexual
oppression, especially of black
women by white men-and he also
spotlighted the sexism expressed
in racist practices such as lynching.
And he did so in fast-paced, popular
.
.prose..
Now, Hernton has done it again,
but this time his poet's pen defines
the contours of the "sexual mountain": sexism experienced by black
women from black and white men.
Hernton, who is chairperson of
the Black Studies Department at
Obe:-!!n College, uses L~e insl!Imountable "racial mountain" image popularized in 1926 by Langston Hughes' famous essay, "The
Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain." He adds the reality of double
consciousness for those at once
· black and American that was underlined by W.E.B. Dubois's 1903
Souls of Black Folk. Then he
extends these male, race-based
perspectives to shape a bLack,
feministic aesthetic.
Black women in everyday life and
as writers, says Hernton, confront
the "three big -isms" -sexism,
racism and capit.a.lism .. These h.ave
produced a triple consciousness
e'Yident in the literature of black
women writers as they contend
with the sexual mountain. Their
power against sexism comes from
togetherness, a refusal to be divided by men. Poet CoUeen McElroy
. expresses feminist solidarity in writ"ing of.~~warrior ladies": ''Twice:·.
they've brought me back to lifer'
· pullin£ the murde.rous tl;'/of some
··lover's secret weapon from my · .
. breast.", . ·. ·: · , · · · ·
. . :Hemton'sSe...--ual MO"J.n.Ulin builds
on the ·re-orient.a tion of critical
Marxist theory by pan-Airicanist
C.L.R. James, who in 1982 stated
that "the real fundamental human
difference is not between white and
black, it is between man and
woman." James orne to this in·
sight through the novel Sula (19il)
by black !~male .,..Titer Toni Morrison.
According to Hem ton, before
committed, democratic art and criticism can address the fundamen:.al

human difference-the difference
development of black ;md third
between men and women-another world literary criticism. Hernto:t is
problem must be su.:1nounted. Black talking first to black men about their
exploit.otion of black women. Women
male writers h<lve att.2cked black
women -....Titers, and Hernton seeks of color and black cultural activists
to "clear the air about the sexual
are among his most immediate
politics between black women and
audience.
But Tht Sexual Mountain also
black men .,.Titers."
He goes about the usk by
?ff:rs .white readers a stimulating
re-defining the heriuge of black
uw1t.allon to extend our awareness
American writing so that it includes of the bottom-up transformation
literature by women, and giving it
which black women \loTiters, espethe emphasis it warrants. Of the
cially lesbians, are imposing on
five ch<!pters of "The Sexual Moun- culture and hence society. This
lain," four are devoted to the
shake-up is very much in the
argument that black women's writ- interests of whites who are also
ing, though suppressed, has always oppressed by-but buy intobeen a vital part of Afro-American
racist, sexist and classist alliances
literature. Black men. says Hemton,
or loyalties. White women are inh<lve been the definers, the gatevited lo advance in understanding
the roots of division between ourkeepers of this body of art, and
. predictably they have limited the
selves and black women; and to
tradition by excluding women writ- grasp the ways we must change
e:-s. Tbcism !-..::s been t..~c dc::-llna.'1t our i:ltcracticns with men as i
theme; preoccupation with "the
precondition for multi-ethnic femimanhood of the black race" has
nist solidarity.
relegated treatments of sexism to
Hernton touches on the heavy
the realm of invisibility.
dues black women writers pay for
But now a unique social movebeing linked with white feminists.
mentis gathering strength, and
Black men denounce and castigate
them for being seen publicly .,..;th
black women are the voices of this
grounds well, especia.lJy the black
the likes of Adrienne Rich or Grace
Paley. And identification with
· radical lesbian feminists. With
Ntoza.ke Shange 's For Colond Girls women, which is also selfin 1978 and Michele Wallace's
identification and self-love, is punBlack Macho and th.t Myth of the
ished by black men writers.
Super WoTr~n in 1979, the literary
Hernton heralds "a literature the
pervasive aesthetic of which is the
relations between black male and
sisterhood of women." He quotes
female writers cha.'"lged. "Hell broke
loose," he says.
June Jordan, who in Ch·il War-:5
Women were laking the initia(1981), said: "I am a feminist.. .I
tive, employing the traditional naram entering my soul into a struggle
rative form-hitherto dedicated to
that will most certainly transform
exposing racist ~hite oppressionthe experience of all the peoples of
and extending it to address black
the earth ... "
on black oppression. Predictably,
· This is direct, honest and he:!dy
.,..;th the publication of Alice Walker's . stuff. A first step is to read the
Tiu Color Purple in 1981, followed . literature by black women writers.
by the film in 198.6, attack and
Hear the poets. The promise is a ·
rejection by black male writers and more complete experiencing of life
·critics reachec! new heights.
plus a phenomenal increase in free·
In the course of re-writing the
dom and power.
history of black literature, Hernton
· provides a lively text on con tempo- TE. R I S"A lv R.rJ E: R.._
rary culture. He quotes long passages from novels ;md poems;
t
soo K. R.~vrE:w
names names, anthologies, radical
presses and rn.agazines. Hern ton
WAS 0 R:..\G I NAL!.
embraces black women literary
critics. offers a detailed biblio~a·
PR.Ir-ltE:O JN 1Hf._
phy, lists African and Latin /\mencan feminist authors and with
enLI-tusiasm offers up the rich array
of women· s writing to the new
A Nf:"vJS MD AI<T5
reader.
Tnt Se.rual Mour:lain stands as
J'ouru4AL oF
a fundamen~al doct:ment in ti:e
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PRESENTS

"VIDEO VISIONS:
ART, CULTURE and PUBLIC ACCESS"

VIDEO FESTIVAL
to Celebrate 10 Years of Community
~il~~~~~Programming
categories include:
VIDEO ART

ETHNIC

MUSIC VIDEO

EDUCATIONAL

INFORlvfATIVE

Non-competitive
60-minute
1/2" and 3/4"formats
length
accepted
Entry deadline: .
MARCH 15, 1989
ACTv screening:
APRIL 3-14,1989 Channel 10
APRIL 4, 1989 4pm
Jones library
Call ACTv at 549-0777
·for more information

·, herst Community Television is an independent, non-profit organization
ich operates cable channel 10, the full-time public access channel in
1herst. ACTv provides training, supervis1on, and assistance to
> U'DS and individuals !)reducing programs of local interest.

This festival is funded in part by a grant from the Amherst Arts Council.
Produce~name ________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________
Telephone
Category ___________________
Format
Length
Date Completed ________
Send this entry form with your videotape and a short description to:
ACTV: P.O. Box 138, Amhers'::, MA 01004 by March 15, 1989
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The Borneo rainforests of Sarawak, Malaysta are among the front runners
in supply,.ing the world -' s appetite for tropic.al hardwood products. Southeast
Asia as a whole provides 3/4 of the world's trade, from an area amounting to
only 1/5 of the rainforests found on earth. This places the forests of
Southeast Asia at the top of the "endangered ecosystems" 1 ist . Massive
extinction follows rainforest destruction everywhere it occurs. In some
places extinction means not only the loss of plar,ts and 1,~ildl ife, but t he
genocide of a people who also utilize the forest. The same forests we convert
into bookshelves and chopsticks.
The rainforests of Sarawak, home of the Penan people , are being
massively logged to supply the demands of Japan, and our own Western states.
The Penan people are resisting, because the business is literally killing
t hem • Th e 1 o s s of f ore s t s f r om t h e i r t r a d i t i on a 1 1 an d s i s e 1 i mi na t i n g t h e i r
supply of plant and animal foods, medicines, and nomadic trade goods. As well
as decimating their culture, the Penan are facing starvation and disease,
complicated by erosion, flooding and widespread pollution of their rivers and
lands. The governmen~ and timber industries <largely one and the same) have
long refused to respond to their petitions and letters claiming their rights
to the forests and their traditional way of life. Finally, in 1987, the
government began to take notice .
In March of 1987 the Penan decided to take direct action in protecting
their forests from the logging industry. With the help of Malaysian
environmental groups, they put out an international call for support and with
their bodies set up human blockades along the logging roads. The extraction
of timber from the forests ground to a halt. In a devestating response which
followed in November 1987, the Malaysian government called upon their
"Internal Security Act", reserved for emergency situations. Under this Act,
they arrested 43 Penan blockaders , closed thrH nevJspapers, banned all public
rallies, and held an additional 93 citizens on the grounds that the-y were
testing the government's "1 iberal ism" at a bad time. When the Penan appealed
for release, the gove-rnme-nt inste-ad enacted a new Forest Ordinance which
provided for up to 2 years imprisonment and $2500 in fines for any actions in
obstruction of logging operations.
The international outrage invoked by these measures brought great
pressure to bear on the Malaysian governnme-nt. Thousands of letters arrived
demanding the rele-ase of the Penan from prison and the protection of their
rainforest homelands. The Pe-nan were release-d, pe-nding t rial scheduled for
October 1988. By March of 1988 logging operations in the Borneo rainforests
had fully resumed.
The Penan have not been quiete-d. With the loss of their forests there
would be no 1 ife for them. The government claims that the participants in t he
international move-ment to support the- Penan have been duped by We-stern timber
interests who seek to drive Malaysia out of the market. They ha~e attempted
to publicize the Penan protestors as "imposters". Seeing the government's
reaction and no stop to the logging, the Penan reinstated their blockades in
May of 1988. Continued support worldwide resulted in the delay of the
or i g i n a 1 Pe n an ' s t r i a 1 , now r e s c he du 1 e d f or Ap r i 1 1 98 9 • Bu t be t we e n J an u a r y
12 -15 of this year, anothe-r 81 Penan were arrested at blockade sites and
their homes. The conditions of prior notice required by the enstated Forest
Ordinance were not complied with. The Penan were handcuffed and taken to the
towns of Miri and Marudi in Sara1,~ak, VJhere they are still in pol ice
detention. Appeals for their re-lease have received no response .
Once again international pressure is urgently needed to assist the Penan
in their struggles. 43 Pe-nan were released in 1987; 81 need to be released
now • Po 1 i t e 1 e t t e r s of p r o t e s t c an be ma i 1 e d t o :
Ambass a dor Talalla
YAB Datuk Patinggi Haji Abdul Tai Mahmud
Embassy of Malaysia
Chief Minister of Sarawak/Resource Planning
2401 Massachuse-ts Ave. NW
Chief Minister's Office
Washington, D.C. 20008
Petra Jaya
U.S.A .
Kuching, Sarawak, MALAYSIA
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PRESENTS

"SOUND AND IMAGE: TECHNIQUES OF VIDEO PRODUCTION"
An intensive seminar series on communication and
artistic expression lead by television professionals .
AUDIO
February 25
AVID BARTLETT
Production manager at WGBY-TV
Channel 57 in Springfield, David has
audio engineered promotionals, music,
public affairs and documentary programs
for PBS. He received a Cable Television
Ace Award for "By Their Own Hands , " a
series on crafts in the Valley.

VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY
March 11
DAVID SKILLICORN
Among the founders of ACTv 10 years
ago, David produced "Robert Francis:
Through the Looking Glass," a portrait of
the Amherst poet. He has shot numerous
documentaries all over the world and
currently works for Channel 5 WCVB-TV
Boston. He has recieved Emmy, UPI and
Hometown, USA awards.

LIGHTING
March 4
~~JONATHON

ASKEW

An independent producer and lighting
designer, Jonathon works in broadcast
and commercial production. He recently
produced '!First Response" and "Faces
and Voices," a two- part documentary
on AIDS in greater Springfield for the
Springfield Cable Television
Programming Endowment.

VIDEO ART/ SPECIAL
March 18
EFFECTS
ARK CHESAK
Mark is a video artist and works at
WGBY-TV in the engineering
department. Curator of "Video
Underlines," an area showcase for video
art works, his work has been screened
nationally in the "DeepDish" series and
locally in "Video Zone," "Art Attack,"
and "Video Underlines."

The seminars will have three parts: the screening and discussion of works
in term's of decisions made behind-the-scenes; demonstration of techniques
for using equipment to achieve a desired effect; hands-on application for
participants. Video as a medium for artistic expression and tfte importance
of the aesthetic as a communication tool is the general focus of the series .
The. emphasis of the series is on "budget video" -- getting the most out of
avallabfe resources within a modest budget. Participants will consider
specific techniques to enhance the visual/aural quality of their work and
broaden the creative opportunities available to them.
_
All seminars meet on Saturdays, from 1-Spm at "West Street," Amherst Youth
Center's nightclub at 460 West St. (Rt. 116 at the Dairy Mart) in South Amherst.
Enrollment is by registration on a first-come, first-served basis by calling ACTv
at 549-0777. Cost is $15. per seminar or $50. for four. Limited partial
scholarships are available fo those in need. ACTv volunteers interested in
crewing are welcome and should call to sign-up. There is no cost to the crew .

Previous experience in video production is advised .
This series funded in part by a grant from the Amherst Arts Council.
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Organic farming in r.assachusetts

\

\

Organic Farming is an idea whose
time has finally come.
Long thought
to be the province of wierdo counterculturalists, more and more people
are seeking food that has not been
grown with pesticides or treated with
potentially hazardous chemicals.
Not
only is the food better, but the soil
and groundwater are protected by use
of organic techniques. The yield
from these farms is sustainable, as
the soil is built up with organic
matter instead of just covered with
petrochemical fertilizers.
Standard
commercial fertilizers, such as the
N-P-K type sold for home gardens,
feed the plants without building the
soil.
In addition, they are water
soluable and the runoff poisons lakes
and groundwater. Pesticides are even
worse, from the hazards involved in
their manufacture (i.e. the Bophal
accident and the Sandoz chemical
spill into the Rhine River), to the
dangers farmworkers face.while applying them, to the buildup of chemicals
in our bodies when we eat residue
contaminated produce.
Pesticides,
like fertilizers, also contaminate
groundwater.
This has become a major
problem in otherwise pollution-free
rural communities.

MASS. N.O.F.A.
~he Mass. ~atural Oroanic Farmers
hssociation is workin~ to end this
cycle of poison and land/water wasteage. The !ollowing information is
excerpted from their promotional
brochure:

The NOfA/Mass Certification Program

----------------------------------- promotes a system of local
sustainable agriculture.

- insures the consumer that food
bearing the NOrA certified label is
of the highest quality and has been
produced according to clear standards,
without the use of toxic chemicals.
- enhances the economic and ecological viability of organic farms.
NOFA's Approach to Organic Farming
--------~------------------------In Massachusetts NOFA's Certification program, the farm is viewed as
an intergrated system, a living
organism with interdependent pieces.
Our standards stress the building-up
of a healthy, thriving soil, so that
crop plants are healthy, nutritious, '
and resistant to pests and diseases.
Organic farmers rely on biological
methods for disease and pest control,
use compost, green manures, cover
crops, and manure to increase the
fertility and organic matter content
of the soil, and don't use chemically
synthesized fertilizers, pesticides,
fungicides, herbicides, or postharvest chemical treatments.
Massachusettes NOFA is an organization.
of farmers, oardeners, and consumers
working together to aid and strengthen
sustainab~e agriculture in New England.
For more information about NOFA write:
NOFA/Mass.
c/o Stacy Miller
21 Great Plain Ave.
We 11 e s 1 e y , ?'J..
0 21 81
- David Ceputo -
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Music and Events Calendar
fEB 4 (Saturday) - 9:00 pm
"The Landsharks" will be playing
at Grill 62/Chairs Lounge
on Rt 62 in Maynard, Y~.
Admission is $2 . 00 21+ wji.D.

PLEASE PHOTOCOPY 7HIS PAPER!!!

-----------------------------for best results, remove the
staple, then send it through
the copier.
Re-staple when
finished.
If you get this
paper in some other way than
mail order subscription,
please take a minute to clip
the handy coupon below and
send it to us. We'd love to
see how far this paper goes.
It's sort of like when they
tag birds to see where they
fly to.
If you would like a
subscription, fill out the
necissary information and
send it along. We hope you
find our publication useful,
informative, and interesting.

fEB 4 (Saturday) - 9:00 pm
The Rick Gabrieli Quartet will
appear at Crepere Bretonne
in fitchburg- Admission is free.
fEB 5 (Sunday) - 7:00 pm
Lyn Margulis, Professor of Botany
& Microbiology, UMASS Botany Dept
will be lecturing on:
"The GAIA Concept & Global Ecology"
at the Grace Episcopal Church,
Parish Hall, Amherst Center, Mass.
Admission is Free - Sponsored by
Amherst Rainforest Action Network.

Thanks in advance,

FEB 14 (Tuesday) - 7:00 pm
The Jane Miller Trio (featuring
Rick Gabrieli on Vibes) will be
appearino at Beverly's in
Townsend MA- Admission is $4.00

The Circulation Dept.

I

HANDY-DANDY CLIP'N'MAIL COUPON
Your N arne • .•••.•••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••

I
o

•

I

Street Address ........••.•.•.........•...•.•...

I

City, State, Zip ......•...•.••..........•.•..•.

I

Where/How did you get this ..•.••..............•

I
.

Favorite Part ...
0t her

C o mm e n t s

I
o

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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I
Do you want a subscription?

Yes ......

I

No .....

I
I
I
FREE .....
I will make ..... copies per week I
I
Paid .. ... Send ...... issues at 50 cents each
I
I
Enclosed i~ my payment of$ ........ (send cash) I
I
If yes, fill in the appropriate info below:
o

Please send us voluntary donations if possible!
7hanks alot for your time, we appreciate it!! 1

l

H,ofC.: 10/tvOJD D£..S(f(oy,r-Jc;, Yovt?:.. ?hfe/( 1

P/10 1o co I' ( -ore. eo uI'""'
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Advertising Types & Rates

•:

Display ads:
Business Card size .•• $ 3.00
1/4 Page ....• • ....••. $ 6.00
1/2 Page • .•.••.•••••• $10.00
Full Page .••.••..•.•• $18.00
Classified ads:
First 40 words . .. ...• $
Each extra 20 word~ .. $
Personals .... • .. • .. .. $
(Limit 40 words)
Lost & Found .......•.

3.00
1.00
1.00
FREE

Send ads and cash (we can not
cash checks yet, give us some
time to organize) to:
The Weekly News
Suite 227
56A Main Street
Maynard, MA 01754
The above rates are for camera
ready artwork type ads.
If you
need layout assistanc~, send
your material along with your
phone number and our staff layout artist will contact you.
Layout charges are extra but
you only have to do it c;.ce@
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on Washington
aturday, April 29

Students and vouth
across the country aemand:

Partial list of

endorsers:•
African Students Assoc .. Baruch
College, CUNY; African National
Congress Youth Section-U.S.
Region; AIDS Coalition to Unleash
Power (ACTUPINY); AIM
(American Indian Movement);
Safiya Bandele, Dir .. Women's
Center, Medgar Evers College;
Clementine Barfield. Exec. Dir.,
Save Our Sons & Daughters, Detroit;
Alberio Barretto, Program Dir., Casa Don
Pedro Albizu Campos, Boston: lone Biggs,
Pres., Women Speak Out for Peace &
justice, Ohio: Black Freedom Society of
jersey Clty State College; Elombe Breth,
Patrice Lumumba Coalition: Lorenzo
Cano, Dept. of Mexican • Amer. Studies,
U. of Houston; Casa Honduras; Chicanos
Against Military Intervention in Latin
Amer. (CAMILA); Han. john Conyers,
Congressman (D.-Mlch.); Han. George W. Crockett jr.,
Congressman (D-M!ch.); Rev. Herbert Daughtry, House of
the Lord Church, Brooklyn; Han. Ronald Dellums,
Congressman (D.-Calif.): Disabled Peoples Liberation
Front. Boston: Federecion Pro Vlvienda Adequsda De
jersey Clty: Feminist Union, Emmanuel College. Mass.;
Earl Flanagan, Pres., Progressive Students for Social
Change, E. Mich. Univ.; Gay & Lasbian Student Alliance,
Cal. State Univ. ·Fresno; Marta Gonzalez, Training
Program Dir., Rosemont Child Development Center,
Wash. D.C.; Rev. Raymond Graves, Pres. United Church
Mlnist:ries, Rochester; Roger Green, Assemblyman.
Brooklyn, NY: james Holder, Flint job ls a Right Campaign;
Indian Youth Against Racism, Hudson County, Nj;
International Indian Treaty Council (IITC): john jones,
Billion Dollar Housing Coalition, jersey Clty. N.j.; A. Billy
S. jones, Health Ed.. DC AIDS Consortium of Street
Outreach Assoc.; Suzanne Kelly. Past Pres., Virginia Educ.
Assoc .. INEA; George Lauhney, Exec. VP, SASU · Student
Assoc. of State U. of N.Y.; Omowale Luthuli, Southern
Africa Task Force, Houston: Ann Manning. Ex. Bd.
Member, jersey City, Dir. Homeless Program; Dare Lae
Marshall, Pres., Senior Citizens Coal .. Cleveland: Lesbian
and Gay Labor Network; Stan Mark, Asian Amer. Legal
and Education Defense Fund; Medgar Evers College
Student Gov't; Juliet Nevins, Chair, Taskforce Against
Racism. BSU, Vassar College: Palestinian Amer. Youth, Detroit:
Michelle Payne, Pres .. African Student Assoc., Baruch College •.
CUNY: Peace & justice Committe Emmanuel College, Mass.;
Rainbow Club, Hunter College, CUNY; Lynne Randall, Exec. Dir.,
Feminist Womens Health Center, Atlanta: Mattie E. Roddy, Area
Dir., Mich. State Conf. of Branches, NAACP; Angela Sanbreno,
Exec. Dir. CISPES; Rev. Mazie Stroble-Sinlth. Yes I Can Mission,
Detroit: Student Gov't Assoc .. LaGuardia College, CUNY; Myllon
Waite, AMoc. Dir.,lntarchurch Council of Greeter Cleveland;
Wheelock College Peace & Social Action Committee; Franklyn
Williams, Supl of Schools, jersey City; Young Koreans United
(YKU) ·D.C. Chapter.
*Organizations with individuals for indentification only.;

• Money for education, jobs, housing and childcare
Not war! • Raise the minimum wage - not tuition!
• Funds for healthcare - And to fight AIDS
• Fight racism! Stop bigotry!
The President and Congress must
address and respond to our needs:
Money for education - for jobs - for housing
and healthcare - for childcare -to fight AIDS
-for drug and alcohol rehabilitation- for
youth services and recreation -not for military
intervention! Raise the minimum wage not tuition- no cuts in student loansoutlaw racism and bigotry- more
affirmative action programs for Third World
youth and women- more multi-lingual
education- a non-racist curriculum- stop
attacks on women- reproductive rights
now! Lesbian and gay rights now!
Divest from
apartheid -CIA
and military off
campus - stop
police brutalityWe demand
representation!
We want control
over our lives!

I

29, join with thousands of students and youth, as well
OnasApril
seniors, the homeless, the jobless, unionists, farmers,

progressive activists, poor and working people from across the
country. In Washington D.C. let's send President Bush and the
Congress a message ""WE WON'T TAKE FOUR MORE YEARS" of
Reagan's anti-people policies!

r--

---------------,
0 I want to help build for April 29th

Nwne---------------------------------------------------------------- 0
Adruess -------------------------------------------------------------- 0
Clty/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone --------------------------------------------------------------School/Organization/Union - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

0

1

I want more information about April 29thj
My Organization would like to endorse I
the April29 march on Washington
I want to contribute$
with the mobilization

Send to: April 29 March on Washington/Campaign for a People's Fightback
c~S~~n~ ~d_Y~~A_ga~s!_~i~mJ'.Q. !!o~1~19..!.. M_!ld_!_sO_!! ~u~jlt~ti~,!J~ l'!Y !0!39_ (~1217!1-.Q6:!_3 _
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